LITIGATION
We represent our clients,
companies or individuals, on
litigations before the Superior
and Supreme Courts; Regional
Courts; Courts of Justice and all
kind of Judicial or Administrative
Bodies and Instances, as well as
before Arbitral Chambers in
Arbitration proceedings.

Without losing our focus on all possible settlements, we defend our clients’ interests and strengthen at most
the respective positions in potential or ongoing conflict situations.
We operate in different Law areas and aim to, by means of truly differentiated dedication focused on the
unique interests and goals of each client, participate as in-depth knowledgeable in the cases entrusted to our
office without disregarding all the universe of relevant issues associated with them.
We love what we do and get excited with each
conquest we share with our clients. We believe
such involvement, allied to creativity aimed to
our focus on seeking the best solutions in each
case, has provided us with high success and
satisfaction rates.

We also seek, by working ethically, responsibly and
with required firmness, to regain and/or keep the
best values of Lawyering and human beings, by
aligning them to the fast and constant changes in
technology and the society, making use of what
the first one provides as its best to benefit the
second, our clients and our profession.

FOUNDING PARTNER

Humberto Gordilho dos Santos Neto
Enrolled with the Brazilian Bar Association in
1998 and Bachelor in Law by Universidade
Paulista in 1997.
Expertise: Litigations, Labor Law and
Contracts.

Renato Napolitano Neto
Enrolled with the Brazilian Bar Association in
1998 and Bachelor in Law by the Law College of
Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São Paulo in
1997.
Expertise: Litigations, Consumer Relations and
Contracts.

Founded in 2000, Gordilho e Napolitano Advogados have
strong performance and are renowned in Litigation and on
structuring measures to prevent Lawsuits and obtain the best
results in the existing ones.

MISSION
Involvement
Creativity
Efficiency
Effectiveness

VALUES
VISION

Commitment to the client
Human professional relations
Ethical and responsible work
Continuous updating
Outstanding service provision

Being consolidated as a reference in law for
providing creative and effective solutions.

STRUCTURE
We are more than 50 professionals specialized in
different areas of Law, in addition to a complete
supporting team in our firm. We also work with
several qualified correspondents ready to offer
fast and efficient service in the whole
national territory.

With its main office in São Paulo, the firm counts on over 50
professionals specialized in different areas of Law, in addition
to qualified correspondents able to operate in the whole
national territory.
The solid experience in Litigation qualifies and supports
the firm in other segments of Law, such as, for example,
structuring and reviewing several types of agreements
and corporate documents or succession plans, developed
with technical and theoretical depth closely related to the firm’s
experience with the real problems faced in court or arbitrations.

We provide legal assistance in the most varied Law areas.

AREAS AND CLIENT PROFILES
Our goal is to work in a highly specialized and efficient way in Litigations in which we are able to provide
the best service available, regardless of the Law segment or related Economic Sector.
In this sense, we have strong performance, for example, in Lawsuits involving:
Bank Litigations
Commercial/ Contractual Litigations
Corporate Litigations
Real Estate Litigations
Consumer Affairs

Labor Affairs
Family and Successions
Public Administration
Public Prosecutor’s Office (Administrative Inquiries and Public
Civil Actions without Criminal nature), among countless others

We also work in advisory activities and contract structuring, including, but not limited to, individual and/or
collective labor complaints; discussions regarding product or service liability; relations with suppliers;
warranties and financial risks.
As regards client profiles, we have worked with large-sized companies from the
Automotive Industry, including automakers and auto part suppliers; Financial
Institutions, Construction Companies and Real Estate Developers; Energy
Distributor and Transmitter; Warehousing and Logistics Companies;
Fast Food Chains; Hospitals; etc., as well as additionally assisting
independent professionals or executives, owners and
shareholders from different companies.

CONTACT US
Our firm is located in São Paulo, but we
operate with the same dedication and
efficiency all over Brazil.

Av. Brig. Faria Lima, 3.900
7th Floor CJ 702
Itaim Bibi
04538-132
+55 11 3039.8888
contato@gnadvogados.com.br

www.gnadvogados.com.br

